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Husky has been dedicated to develop and deliver “Best in Class” products to Canadians for
over 50 years through an experienced and committed management and sales team.
Privately held, Husky operates from a company owned, modern and efficient 60,000 square
foot warehouse, ideally situated in the greater Toronto area, to better service the needs of
our business.

History
Founded in 1967 by Werner Hufsky, whose vision was to import and distribute European
confectionary products to the Canadian-European ethnic market.
In the early 1990’s Werner’s sons, Gordon and John, continued what their father had established.
Since then they have strategically developed a portfolio of products that are both high quality
and leaders in their respective countries.
After over 50 years in operation, Husky Food continues to conduct business using the same basic
values that were in effect when the company was established.
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Product of Germany

ABS001
HIRSCHHORNSALZ
25 x 15G

ABS002
POTTASCHE
25 x 15G

ABS004

ABS005

GINGERBREAD COOKIE SPICE
25 x 30G

GINGERBREAD SPICE
25 x 30G

ABS006
ABS008
GLÜWEIN TEA SPICE
12 x 40G
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HONEY CAKE SPICE
25 x 30G

ABS007
CHRISTOLLEN SPICE
25 x 30G

Product of Germany

Delicious Masterpieces of the
Confectionary Art since 1924.
ctually it has been a reference to
the ladies, which caused Hugo Asbach more than 85 years ago to create
a brandy chocolate. In the “Golden

There are two components, which
distinguish our Asbach chocolates
from all our competitors: First of
all, the unique oak cask fermenting
process of the Asbach brandy itself
and furthermore, the cold-depositing
process developed by Asbach. For
that reason, the tender sugar crust
within the chocolate is incomparable,

Asbach-Chocolate Assortment
the Asbach chocolate assortment.
It is well known, that tastes differ.
The fine Asbach chocolates from
Ruedesheim on the romantic Rhine
are delicious masterpieces of chocolate art.

left the traditional starchmoulding process, right the
new cold-depositing process.

Hugo Asbach
Founder of Asbach
Twenties”, it still was not proper
for ladies to drink alcohol in public. However, it was allowed to eat
chocolate. That is why Hugo Asbach
decided in 1924 to cover his Asbach
brandy with fine bittersweet chocolate. At this time, nobody originally
thought of the fact that gentlemen
would also be very fond of this new
product, which turned out to be a
very pleasant side-effect.

fine and thin-walled. The excellent
tender sugar crust separates the fine
Asbach brandy from the tender glaze
of the bitter sweet chocolate.
Of course connoisseurs will also find
products without sugar crust within

In order to guarantee this high demand at all times, it is necessary to
pay most attention to the production
and of course to the packaging as
well. In spite of most modern technology, it still requires a lot of manual work, until the Asbach chocolates
will rest “sheltered like in a safe” in
their very elegant boxes.
We are pleased to introduce our traditional legendary chamois-coloured
Asbach chocolate boxes, newly designed for the regular Asbach chocolate customer, to be recognized as a
classic and for our new customers
up-to-date modified in an extraordinaire elegance.

Chocolates are sealed with
finest chocolate

The unique German specialty
from Ruedesheim on the romantic Rhine

ASB003
BRANDY BOTTLES
60 x 12.5G

ASB001
BRANDY FILLED
CHOCOLATES, 24 PCS
6 x 250G

One of the most popular classics: the
original with a fine sugar crust. Exquisite
dark chocolate filled with Asbach Brandy
with a delicate sugar crust.
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ASB004

ASB006

BRANDY CHERRIES, 16 PCS
6 x 200G

BRANDY BEANS, 20 PCS
6 x 200G

The way to enjoy fruit: fine
Asbach cherries infused
with delicious Asbach
Brandy and smothered in
dark chocolate.

Mini delicacies: finest Asbach
beans with exquisite dark
chocolate filled with classic
Asbach Brandy.

A selection of all the
classic Asbach creations
in a high-quality
wooden gift box.
Bottle-shaped
exquisite Asbach
chocolates, with a
fine sugar crust
and unmistakable
Asbach Uralt
centres.

ASB008
WOODEN GIFT BOX WITH ASSORTED
BRANDY CHOCOLATES, 35 PCS
2 x 400G

ASB007
BRANDY BOTTLES BOX, 4 PCS
20 x 50G

ASB032
ASB015
BRANDY BOTTLES
BOX, 12 PCS
6 x 150G

BRANDY BOTTLES BOX, 20 PCS
6 x 250G
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Product of Germany

Products & Competence

Company Values

Guaranteed Quality

Innovation & Individuality

Semi-finished products and
beverages produced from
more than 40 different fruits
sourced worldwide

Traditional family-owned
company since 1923 with
160 collaborators

High level standards and
certifications for all
business areas

Product development
according to individual
demand

With their tantalizing scent and the
warmth that spreads at the first sip! Unlike the
classic mulled wine they are not made from
grape wine, but 100 percent fruit wine. One of
the most popular fruit mulled wine brands in
Germany. Just heat (do not boil!) - And the hot
treat is ready.

BAV001
GLÜHWEIN
SPICED FRUIT PUNCH
6 x 1L
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Product of Germany

Brandt’s liqueur filled pralines
combine rich bittersweet
chocolate and a shot of
liqueur. Brandy Beans and Vodka
Beans stand out in attractive gift
boxes and embrace pure delicious
indulgence – a gift that will be
remembered.

BRN003
BRANDY BEANS BOX
32 x 200G

BRN005
DARK CHOCOLATE MOCHA BEANS
15 x 100G
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BRN007
MILK CHOCOLATE MOCHA BEANS
15 x 100G

Chocolats Camille Bloch SA is a traditional family business headquartered in Courtelary in the Bernese Jura. It
was founded by Camille Bloch in Bern in 1929. Today Daniel Bloch directs the fortunes of the Swiss chocolate
maker in the third generation. Sustainable corporate governance with regard to economic, social and ecological
issues is one of our fundamental values.

CAMILLE BLOCH MOUSSE
CAM012
MOUSSE CHOCOLAT
12 x 100G

CAM011
MOUSSE
CHOCOLAT NOIR
12 x 100G
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The liqueur chocolate by Camille Bloch is a particular specialty. All the different
variations feature outstanding balance, stability and fruitiness. The process for
manufacturing without a sugar crust was invented by Chocolats Camille Bloch over
60 years ago.

CAM013

CAM014

CAM015

CAM016

COGNAC DARK
12 x 100G

COGNAC MILK
12 x 100G

COINTREAU MILK
12 x 100G

GRAPPA DARK
12 x 100G
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Display Breakdown
PRODUCT

# OF
UNITS

CAM011 MOUSSE DARK CHOC

18

CAM012 MOUSSE MILK CHOC

12

CAM013 COGNAC DARK

18

CAM015 COINTREAU MILK

12

CAM016 GRAPPA DARK

12

CAM020

TOTAL

72

ASSORTED FILLED 72
UNIT DISPLAY
72 x 100G
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Product of Germany

Relax and enjoy our delicate and succulent Lübeck marzipan specialities whenever and wherever
you wish. These little treats are perfect for indulging and rewarding yourself.

CAR003
SMALL MARZIPAN
PIG DISPLAY
48 x 33G
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Product of Germany

A family business with tradition and foresight
For more than 40 years, Cavendish & Harvey have dedicated themselves to the creation of mouthwatering confectionery delicacies with the selection of finest ingredients and the creation of
exquisite recipes.

THE CONFECTIONERY COMPANY
The art of confectionery making has a long tradition at Cavendish & Harvey. Using only natural
flavours and colours, our confectioners carefully transform selected ingredients into mouth-watering
confectionery creations. Our exquisite recipes come alive at our Competence Centre in SchleswigHolstein, northern Germany.
Quality assurance is firmly embodied in our organisation and lies at the heart of our daily work. Our
quality management standards fulfil the rigorous IFS (International Food Standard) requirements.
Moreover, we are committed to avoiding the use of genetically modified organisms or raw materials
that have been made with the help of genetically modified microorganisms.
It is this blend of experience and passion that defines our quality standards. For us, it is only
appropriate that our confectionery products carry the label “Made in Germany”.

CAV001

CAV002

MIXED FRUIT SELECTION
13 x 300G

BERRY SELECTION
13 x 300G

Fruit Candies
This deluxe jar contains a
delicious medley of fruit candies:
juicy lemon and orange, crispy
apple and raspberry. For
confectionery connoisseurs who
want to savour the extraordinary.
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Berry Candies
A deluxe glass jar containing
delicious strawberry, raspberry
and blackberry candies. For
confectionery connoisseurs who
want to savour the
extraordinary.

CAV021
BERRY CANDY
6 x 966G
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A family business with
tradition and foresight
For more than 30 years, Cavendish & Harvey
have dedicated themselves to the creation of
mouth-watering confectionery delicacies with
the selection of finest ingredients and the
creation of exquisite recipes.
By instinct and inclination
we are confectioners,
dedicated to creating an
irresistible moment of
bliss for all those who
indulge in our products.
We take pride in our
brands and products.

Product of Germany

Succumb to this delicious selection of gourmet drops. Our master
sweet-makers have created a collection of exquisite flavours that
will let your taste buds zing to life. Dusted with icing sugar and
sealed in a premium gold tin for the highest quality freshness.

CAV005

CAV006

BUTTERSCOTCH CANDY
9 x 175G

WILD BERRY CANDY
9 x 175G

These creamy sweets melt in your
mouth and indulge your senses.

Berry mix of fine raspberries,
blackberries and blueberries.

CAV008

CAV009

MIXED FRUIT CANDY
9 x 200G

SOUR LEMON DROPS
9 x 200G

Our best seller: fine lemon, cherry,
blackberry, orange and pear flavours
combine to bring your taste buds to life.

Our fruity Sour Lemon Drops have a
tingling, zesty flavour that shout out
"eat me!"
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DISPLAYS
•Creates impulse sales opportunities
• Simple set-up

BUTTERSCOTCH
15 UNITS

WILD BERRY
15 UNITS

MIXED FRUIT
15 UNITS

SOUR LEMON
15 UNITS

CAV016
ASSORTED 60PK
DISPLAY
60 x 175/200G
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Spekulatius: It adds the right flavor to Christmas.
The spice blend does the trick. It warms your heart, no matter how cold it is
outside. – The recipe? Won’t be revealed. Here’s a hint though: We use no
artificial flavorings.

Product of Germany

The high quality of our products is one of the key success factors of our business and ensures
our future competitiveness.
Quality means much more to us than merely meeting existing demands; it means working
alertly and purposefully and continuously improving our performance.
We constantly allow our high quality standards to be examined and confirmed by
independent societies and institutes. The external auditors support us in our efforts to
continuously improve our products and processes. Thus, we optimally meet the everincreasing demands on our products.

COP017
SPEKULATIUS IN BAG
12 x 400G
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Crunchy Christmas
figure-pastry, made
with finely-spiced short
pastry dough.

Crunchy Christmas figure-pastries, made
from the finest short pastry.

COP015
CHOCOLATE SPEKULATIUS
21 x 200G

COP016
ALMOND
SPEKULATIUS
21 x 200G

COP024
BUTTER SPEKULATIUS
21 x 200G
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The traditional top quality of spiced spekulatius in a small,
bite-sized form.

COP029
MINI MILK
CHOCOLATE
SPEKULATIUS
18 x 200G
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COP028
MINI DARK CHOCOLATE
SPEKULATIUS
18 x 200G

CRE002

CRE001

MILK CHOCOLATE COINS
IN NET (SM)
36 x 35G

MILK CHOCOLATE COINS
IN NET (LG)
48 x 85G

35
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A magnificent Belgian chocolate tradition
A family-owned company since 1956
Product of Belgium
No artificial colours
A constant emphasis on quality and control
Guaranteed traceability per batch.
Constant control, from the origin of the raw materials to your doorstep
Quality, ethical and safety audits by external bodies.
A wide range of products with RSPO-certified (Roundtable on Sustainable Palm
Oil) palm oil.
UTZ products
Constant attention to sustainability
The leading retailers in more than 105 countries in Europe, Asia, Africa, Oceania,
North and Latin America rely on Hamlet
A solid and reliable world player

UTZ Certified stands for sustainable farming and better opportunities for farmers, their
families and our planet. The UTZ program enables farmers to learn better farming
methods, improve working conditions and take better care of their children and of the
environment.
Through the UTZ program farmers grow better crops, generate more income and
create better opportunities while safeguarding the environment and securing the
earth’s natural resources. Now and in the future.
And that tastes a lot better.

HAM005

HAM006
XMS CHOCOLATE
FIGURINES FLOWPAK BIN
80 x 55G

XMS CHOCOLATE
FIGURINES FLOWPAK
18 x 55G

HAM011
XMS CHOCOLATE
FIGURES 3PK SHIPPER
30 x 165G

HAM010
XMS CHOCOLATE FIGURES BOX 3PK
12 x 165G
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HAM007

HAM008

BELGIAN CHOCOLATE
PRALINES
16 x 100G

GOLD BALLOTIN
CHOCOLATE WITH BOW
16 x 125G

HAM009
MODERN BALLOTIN
GIFT WRAP
12 x 250G
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Product of Germany

KIN006

KIN007

AACHENER SPICED GINGERBREAD
18 x 200G

AACHENER DARK CHOCOLATE
COATED GINGERBREAD
21 x 200G

Spicy herb Printen, baked to a
traditional Aachen recipe.

Popular Aachen “Printen” with
plain chocolate coating.
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Product of Germany

What Makes Kuchenmeister so special?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Traditional recipes with top quality ingredients;
Raisins in premium quality from California, South Africa and Turkey
Premium quality Marzipan(70%Almonds/30% Sugar)
Use of coated icing sugar to make the Stollen look nice and fresh for the
whole shelf life
We are baking our Stollen in a closed tin which gives the Stollen a nice
moist texture and it avoids burned raisins on the surface
No “rework” is used in our Stollen
Our Stollen do NOT contain preservatives, artificial flavours and
colourants
All of our Stollen are GMO-free and contain trans fatty-acids below 0,5%

Christmas Stollen

Our Christmas Stollen is a specialty of
Kuchenmeister and is baked for
generations based on a traditional
recipe. Popular in this classical way it is
filled with raisins and candied fruit.

Marzipan Stollen

Based on a traditional recipe and
filled with moist marzipan. Raisins
and candied fruit add the finishing
touch to this classic stollen.

Rum Stollen

The classic Christmas Stollen in a
special version! Refined with a lacing
of real Jamaican Rum. Raisins and
candied fruit add the finishing touch
to the christmas-flavour.

Black Forest Stollen

Black forest Cherry Liquer Stollen with 11
% luxury marzipan filling, 10 % candied
cherries, 2,5 % cherry brandy (50% vol)
and 5 % marzipan

Stollen in Cello
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KUC019

KUC023

MARZIPAN STOLLEN CELLO
6 x 750G

CHRISTMAS STOLLEN CELLO
6 x 750G

KUC030

KUC038

ADVENT STOLLEN CELLO
8 x 500G

MINI MARZIPAN STOLLEN CELLO
20 x 200G

Mini Stollen Bites

KUC057
STOLLENBITES
13 x 350G
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Stollen Gift Boxes

KUC025
CLASSIC STOLLEN BOX
6 x 750G

KUC028
FINEST RUM STOLLEN BOX
6 x 750G
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KUC026
LUXURY MARZIPAN
STOLLEN BOX
6 x 750G

KUC029
BLACK FOREST CHERRY
BRANDY STOLLEN BOX
6 x 800G

Liqueur Cake Boxes
Fine cake with Amaretto Liqueur filling.
The characteristic marzipan flavour of
Amaretto adds the finishing touch to this
special cake.

KUC015
AMARETTO LIQUEUR CAKE
12 x 400G

KUC017
JAMAICA RUM
LIQUEUR CAKE
12 x 400G
Fine cake with Rum filling. The
original Jamaican Rum adds a
special warm flavour to this
extraordinary cake.
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KUC027
TIRAMISU LIQUEUR CAKE
12 x 400G
Fine Marble Cake soaked in
Mocca Liqueur. The aromatic
coffee flavour gives the cake
that special Tiramisu taste.

Product of Germany

LAM021
BEST SELECTION
4 x 1000G
An assortment of
22 different biscuits
and 3 different
varieties of
chocolate coatings
in an exceptional
tin.

LAM078
BUTTER FLORENTINES
12 x 150G
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Domino cubes with jelly filling covered with dark
chocolate

LAM003

LAM062

AACHENER DOMINOS
35 x 125G

AACHENER DOMINOS
19 x 250G

Soft light gingerbread
coated with sugar glaze

LAM057
PFEFFERNUSSE
18 x 200G
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LAM047

LAM006

PRETZ-STAR-HEART BOX
MILK CHOCOLATE
14 x 500G

PRETZ-STAR-HEART BOX
DARK CHOCOLATE
14 x 500G
Brown gingerbread coated with delicate dark
chocolate shaped as hearts, stars and pretzels.

LAM004
EXQUISITE BOX
12 x 200G

10 premium varieties of butter and shortbread
cookies dipped in chocolate
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Brown gingerbread coated with delicate milk
chocolate shaped as hearts, stars and pretzels.

An assortment of four decorative musical tins filled with
heart shaped butter cookies drizzled in chocolate

LAM072
GINGERBREAD
MUSIC TIN
9 x 200G

LAM079
LEBKUCHEN TRADITION
6 x 500G
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Product of Austria

MAN017

MAN018

MAN019

MARMELADE KNÖPFE
10 x 180G

PLUM KNÖPFE
10 x 180G

CRANBERRY KNÖPFE
10 x 180G

Finest gingerbread filled with
fruity apricot and apple jam,
coated with milk chocolate.

The soft and fluffy gingerbread
rounds are coated with dark
chocolate and filled with
damson plums.

MAN020
GINGERBREAD PRETZELS
20 x 185G

The gingerbread pretzels are one
of our classics, soft and moist, and
delicately coated with dark
chocolate.

A combination of classic, soft
gingerbread and a fruity
cranberry filling, coated with
milk chocolate.

Manner Gingerbread – almost like
home-made!
The secret of Manner’s gingerbread
dough
The production of Manner’s tasty gingerbread
is based on a long baking tradition and is
made with lots of love. In addition to the
carefully selected ingredients, the doughmaking process is especially important. Before
baking, the gingerbread dough rests for two to
three weeks to develop its soft and airy
texture. This means its blend of flavors and
freshness are retained for a long time, making
Manner gingerbread a treat to savor.
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Product of Italy

PRIMAFRUTTA PREMIUM QUALITY
Menz & Gasser produces jams, marmalades and fruit preserves in a range of
flavours bursting with fruit goodness, in convenient glass jars and marmalades with
50% fruit and spreads with 100% fruit ingredients.
These extra jams with 50% fruit in elegant 250 ml jars are made exclusively
from high-quality IQF fruit for consumers who demand something extra. With lots
of fruit pieces, flavour and goodness.

MEN001
FIG FRUIT SPREAD
12 x 250ML

MEN010
SWEETENED CHESTNUT PUREE
12 x 250ML
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Product of Scotland

Handmade Confectionery and Traditional Scottish Confectionery from Mrs. Tilly’s Direct

Mrs. Tilly’s Confectionery, is a family run business committed to producing traditional Scottish
confectionery of outstanding quality. Created by hand using traditional methods, our wonderful
tablet, made to a secret recipe, and our fudge and macaroon have deservedly earned a great
reputation for their mouth-watering flavour. We only use the finest of ingredients and in keeping
with the commitment to quality, all our products are free from artificial preservatives and
additives. The wonderful taste of our world famous award winning confectionery is now available
in a variety of ranges, so please….indulge!
Our award winning Fudge is so soft and
creamy that it would be hard to find anything
like it. It is made using the highest quality of
ingredients. It is softer in texture than tablet
and has a luxurious, rich flavour that takes
over the mouth when eaten.

An exceptionally creamy Whisky Fudge
which obtains its colour from our luxury
ingredients. A Scottish product, with no
additives or preservatives, the fudge is
delicious, irresistible and mouth-watering.

A chocolate lovers dream! Our traditional
creamy fudge combined with the finest
Belgian chocolate, creating a very
indulgent and luxurious product. Our
chocolate fudge has a very smooth
texture that simply melts in the mouth.

A smooth and creamy Maple Syrup Fudge
with delicious maple syrup and creamery
butter. A Scottish product, with no additives
or preservatives, the fudge is delicious,
irresistible and mouth-watering.

Made in a traditional way
 Open Pan
 Hand cut
 24 hour Cold storage
 Tastes as close to home-made as you
can get

Ingredients
 Only made using the finest of Ingredients
 Clean Label
 Free from Additives and Preservatives
 Gluten Free
 Suitable for Vegetarians

TIL001

TIL003

TIL021

ORIGINAL
FUDGE
6 x 150G

BELGIAN DARK
CHOCOLATE
FUDGE
6 x 150G

MALT WHISKY
FUDGE
6 x 150G

TIL022
MAPLE SYRUP FUDGE
6 x 150G

Shelf PDQ
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BREAKDOWN:

ORIGINAL
24 Units

WHISKY
6 Units

BELGIAN
12 Units

MAPLE SYRUP
6 Units

TIL023
FILLED CARDBOARD
DISPLAYER
48 x 150G
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Niederegger was founded by the pastry chef Johann Georg Niederegger in
1806. He was responsible for the company’s rise to fame and the worldwide
reputation still enjoyed by Niederegger marzipan to this day.

At our family-run business, the secret of Niederegger marzipan is handed down from one
generation to the next.
Aromatic premium-quality almonds are the most important raw ingredient in the production of
Niederegger marzipan. Kissed by the sun, our almonds have a characteristic sweet nutty flavour.
For generations, we have been heating the almond mixture in roasting boilers over an open fire.
This method releases the unique aroma for which our marzipan is famous the world over.

Product of Germany

Niederegger
marzipan covered
in dark chocolate.

NIE001
MARZIPAN CHOCOLATE
COVERED LOAF (SM)
25 x 48g

NIE002
MARZIPAN CHOCOLATE
COVERED LOAF (MED)
15 x 125g

NIE025
MARZIPAN CHOCOLATE
COVERED LOAF (LRG)
5 x 300g
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NIE009
MARZIPAN MILK CHOCOLATE
COVERED LOAF
15 x 125G

NIE030
FILLED MARZIPAN LOAF
WITH NUT NOUGAT
20 x 75G
The Niederegger marzipan chocolate hazelnut bread is
filled with a soft nougat and coated with fine milk
chocolate.
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NIE006

NIE007

NIE112

NIE114

BITTERSWEET
MARZIPAN
24 x 40G

MARZIPAN
WALNUT-RUM
24 x 40G

MARZIPAN
CLASSIC MILK
24 x 40G

MARZIPAN
AMARENA CHERRY
24 x 40G

Pleasure for every
occasion: Marzipan
Stick Classic, wrapped
in crunchy dark
chocolate.

Walnut RumCrocant-Marzipan,
wrapped in tender
melting milk
chocolate.

Pleasure for every
Limited edition: Delicious
occasion: Marzipan Stick Amarena cherry marzipan
Classic, wrapped in soft wrapped in crunchy dark
melted full-milk
chocolate.
chocolate.

NIE125

NIE126

NIE127

BITTERSWEET CHOCOLATE
MARZIPAN BAR
10 x 110G

MILK CHOCOLATE
MARZIPAN BAR
10 x 110G

ORANGE BITTERSWEET
CHOCOLATE MARZIPAN BAR
10 x 110G

Fine marzipan wrapped in
crunchy dark chocolate.

Fine marzipan wrapped in soft
melted full-milk chocolate.

Fine marzipan with a fruity
orange note, surrounded by
delicate dark chocolate.
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Fine marzipan covered in crisp dark chocolate, in appetizing bites.

NIE011
MARZIPAN CLASSICS
10 x 200G

NIE012
MARZIPAN CLASSIC VARIATIONS
10 x 200G

For those who like
variety: pineapple,
orange, espresso or
pistachio marzipan:
they’re all delicious!
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NIE027
MARZIPAN BEARS
IN DISPLAY
50 x 18G

NIE015
MARZIPAN PRALINÉS “CHERRY”
8 x 108G

NIE038
MARZIPAN LUCKY
PIGS IN DISPLAY
70 x 12.5G

Crisp juicy cherry
on Marzipan,
covered with soft
melting dark
chocolate.
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10 packets for excellent enjoyable
marzipan drink.

NIE016

NIE017

MARZIPAN CAPPUCCINO, 10 PACKETS
8 x 220G

MARZIPAN HOT CHOCOLATE, 10 PACKETS
8 x 250G
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Enjoy our
traditional
Niederegger
marzipan
Christmas cake.
NIE022
MINI MARZIPAN STOLLEN
6 x 250G

NIE023
MARZIPAN STOLLEN BOX
4 x 1000G
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Nougat and
marzipan
chocolates
with white,
milk and dark
chocolate.

NIE033
PRALINES BOX (16 PCS)
4 x 210G

Chocolate
truffles with
dark, milk and
white
chocolate.

NIE034
TRUFFLE
PRALINES
BOX (16 PCS)
4 x 208G
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The Niederegger Adventskalender Minis, an Advent Calendar with 24 mini, chocolate covered marzipan
loaves behind each of the windows.
Take the traditional approach this advent with this mini elves advent calendar from Niederegger. Filled with
24 delicious festive treats, the secret of Niederegger's marzipan has been handed down from generation to
generation in the family-run business.

NIE070
MINI ADVENT CALENDAR
10 x 168G
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The Marzipanerie offers a delicious
selection of fine marzipan specialities.

NIE065
MARZIPANERIE IN CHRISTMAS SLEEVE
8 x 182G
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• MIDOR is the #1 manufacturer of cookies in Switzerland
• Made on the basis of original Swiss recipies since 1928
• Chocolate coating of biscuits is one of our core competencies
• Chocolate used is from our industry – Chocolat Frey

• The milk, cream and butter used in our unique pastries
• Come from prime quality Swiss agriculture
• Use only barn-laid or free range eggs

• Products are exclusively made with non-hydrogenated fats and oils.
• The palm oil comes from sustainable cultivation.
• Do not use any raw materials from genetically altered plants.

PAT001
JAPONAIS MERINGUE BISCUITS
10 x 100g

PAT002
PRALINO MERINGUE BISCUITS
10 x 100g

PAT003
NUSS-NOUGAT MERINGUE BISCUITS
10 x 100g

PAT004
SCHOKO MANDEL ALMOND
MERINGUE BISCUITS
10 x 100g

PAT010
“MEDALLION”
MERINGUE BISCUITS
10 x 100g
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Includes
12 of each

PAT005
48 UNIT FILLED DISPLAYER
48 x 100g

Dimensions (dxwxh):
15.75” x 11.75” x 55.5”
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Each one of us has special habits and
characteristics that make each of us special
Ragusa also has its corners and edges!
Together we are

Over 75 years ago the classic product in the
RAGUSA range was born. With the smooth
praline filling, whole hazelnuts and the
original rectangular shape RAGUSA won
the hearts of Swiss consumers.

The classic product in the RAGUSA range with the smooth praline filling, whole
hazelnuts and the original rectangular shape. RAGUSA has been produced this
way for over 70 years, winning the hearts of Swiss consumers.
The strong, dark version of RAGUSA. With 60% cacao in the chocolate, NOIR
offers the most intense RAGUSA experience. Here the classic speciality shows its
elegant side.
RAGUSA BLOND rocks chocolate lovers: «BLOND» is distinct from white chocolate
and expands the taste experience with a delicately sweet, smooth version.
BLOND is named for its golden yellow colour and pronounced hints of caramel.

A key ingredient of RAGUSA:
hazelnuts helped turn RAGUSA
into a cult product and a unique
Swiss chocolate speciality.

Cacao beans arrive in
Courtelary, where chocolate
is then made from them.

RAG001

RAG003

CLASSIQUE
12 x 100G

BLOND
12 x 100G

RAG014

RAG002
NOIR
12 x 100G

RAGUSA 100G BAR
FLOOR DISPLAY
75 x 100G
CONTAINS:
CLASSIQUE 100G BAR – 25 UNITS
NOIR 100G BAR – 35 UNITS
BLOND 100G BAR – 15 UNITS
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Product of Germany

Product of Germany

ARTISANAL CONFECTIONERY WITH A RICH TRADITION
The master confectioner, Peter Reber, opened the first Reber confectionary and patisserie café in Munich in 1865. He
soon made a name for himself with his homemade treats and his café became a much-loved meeting place for the
inhabitants of Munich.
To this day, we cherish the protection of our Reber family recipes not only as a matter of course, but also as an
absolute necessity. Reber confectionary is known for its passion, its love for artisanal confectionary and for the care it
puts into tending to the quality and composition of all of the ingredients – certified by the Reber quality guarantee.

Product of Germany

REB002
MOZART KUGEL
PORTRAIT BOX, 6 PCS
8 x 120G

REB005
CONSTANZE MOZARTKUGEL BOX, 6 PCS
8 x 120G

REB003
MOZART KUGEL
PORTRAIT BOX, 12 PCS
6 x 240G

finest Confectionary since 1865

REB006
CONSTANZE MOZARTKUGEL BOX, 12 PCS
6 x 240G
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REB021
MOZART-PIANO-BAR
20 x 45G

REB009
MOZART VIOLIN, 7 MOZART KUGELN
6 x 140G
Gourmet pistachio marzipan, velvety hazelnut nougat made
from hand-picked, freshly roasted hazelnuts, blended with
crisp rice and covered in fine milk chocolate and topped off
with a fine coating of dark chocolate.

Finest assortment of 8
confectionery chocolates
like Nut chocolate delight,
Schloß-Malakoff®,
Esterhazy-Truffle, ReberBissen®, the genuine
Reber Mozart-Kugeln®
and Constanze® MozartKugeln
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REB015
GOLD ASSORTMENT
BOX, 8 PCS
6 x 285G

finest Confectionary since 1865

REB020

REB018

BLACK FOREST
CHERRY HEART
36 x 31G

RUM FRUIT CHOCOLATE
DELIGHT
36 x 39G

A selection of rum-coated fruit on a bed of gourmet
marzipan, covered with a layer of gourmet dark
chocolate.

REB019
MOZART-PASTETE DARK
CHOCOLATE DELIGHT
36 x 37G

Pieces of cherry soaked in Kirschwasser on a bed
of gourmet marzipan, covered with a layer of
gourmet dark chocolate.

Honey-cream truffle and gourmet
pistachio marzipan from fresh, green
pistachios, covered in a layer of fine,
dark chocolate.

finest Confectionary since 1865
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Filled with the finest gourmet
pistachio marzipan made from
fresh, green pistachios, almonds,
hazelnut nougat, and covered
with a layer of milk and dark
chocolate.

REB067
THE GENUINE REBER MOZARTKUGEL DISPLAY
100 x 20G
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finest Confectionary since 1865

REB051
CARDBOARD COUNTER DISPLAY

finest Confectionary since 1865
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Product of Germany

FAIRTRADE COCOA PROGRAM
International Food Standard, Higher Level

RIE113

RIE090

RIE112

“FAIRTRADE” SANTA CLAUS
26 x 150G

“FAIRTRADE” ST. NICHOLAS
28 x 100G

“FAIRTRADE” SANTA CLAUS
48 x 60G
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RIE006

RIE246

“FAIRTRADE” ASSORTED “FAIRTRADE” ASSORTED
CHRSTMAS BAG
CHRISTMAS BAG
20 x 100G
21 x 150G

RIE136
“FAIRTRADE” ASSORTED
CHRISTMAS BAG
35 x 250G

RIE257
“FAIRTRADE” ASSORTED
CHRISTMAS BAG
22 x 400G
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10 units
10 units

RIE137

Shelf
PDQ

“FAIRTRADE” “MINIS” SOLID CHOCOLATE
SANTAS & SNOWMEN ASSORTED TRAY
20 x 100G
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RIE001
“FAIRTRADE” NAPOLITANS
4-PACK
60 x 45G

Happy

new

year!
RIE010
“FAIRTRADE” NAPOLITANS
25 x 11.28G

RIE240
“FAIRTRADE” DECORATED LUCKY PIG
18 x 40G
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RIE135
“FAIRTRADE” TREE
DECORATION BAG
25 x 300G

RIE183
“FAIRTRADE” CHRISTMAS ICED
CONFECTIONARY, 31 PCS
22 x 250G
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RIE057
“FAIRTRADE” SOLID LADY BUG
100 x 12.5G

RIE134
“FAIRTRADE” GIANT LADY BUG
27 x 50G

RIE235
“FAIRTRADE” CHOCOLATE CUPS
(12 PCS)
15 x 125G
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Product of Germany

‘We want to
make the
best chocolate
in the world.’
- RITTER SPORT chocolate experts -

 100% certified sustainable cocoa
 Cocoa from long-standing partnerships
 Cocoa from the RITTER SPORT plantation in Nicaragua
Our cocoa in all of our chocolate
Ivory Coast
Ghana
Nigeria
mild cocoa flavour,
balanced, slightly
acidic

Nicaragua

Peru

Ghana
(green
roasting)

strong cocoa
flavour, floral,
nutty, lightly
toasted

strong cocoa
flavour, fruity,
delicately acidic,
toasted

smooth cocoa
flavour,
harmonious, mild,
light caramel notes

RIT032

RIT303

CARAMLIZED ALMONDS
12 x 100G

SPICED BISCUIT
11 x 100G

Milk chocolate with
chopped caramelised
sugar glazed almonds.

RIT305
DARK MINT CRISP
12 x 100G
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Filled milk chocolate with a
cocoa flavoured milk creme
refined with winter spices and
a spiced butter biscuit.

A BIG HIT, AND NOT JUST IN THE
ALPINE REGION.
The name gives it away: this is a chocolate
that reaches lofty heights. A special conching
process gives this mixture of Alpine milk and
cocoa its characteristic caramel and honey
flavour. No wonder that some people abseil
off home with this bar.

RIT037
ALPINE MILK
11 x 250G

NUTTY BUT NICE.
If you are not ready to go the whole round
when it comes to nuts, we have the perfect
solution: our RITTER SPORT Hazelnuts. It
combines finely chopped, roasted hazelnuts
with classic RITTER SPORT milk chocolate.
Your willpower may give in quickly, but your
pleasure will last longer: Hazelnuts is now
available as a large, 250g bar.

RIT354
HAZELNUTS
11 x 250G
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Item description
NS/Whole Hazelnuts
NS/White Whole Hazelnuts
NS/Dark Whole Hazelnuts
NS/Whole Almonds
NS/Honey Salt Almonds
NS/Macadamia

Amount of
bars
150
40
160
40
30
30

Total number of bars

450

RIT610
450 COUNT NUT SELECTION FLOOR DISPLAYER
450 x 100G
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NEW CONFIGURATION!
Item description
Cornflakes
Rum Raisins Hazelnuts
Alpine Milk Chocolate
Dark Chocolate 50%
Fine Milk Chocolate
Butter Biscuit
Raisins & Hazelnuts
Chopped Hazelnuts
Marzipan
Dark Almond Orange
Peppermint
Coconut

Amount of
bars
50
60
60
30
30
60
30
60
96
60
60
30

Total number of bars

626

RIT612
626 COUNT COLOURFUL
VARIETY FLOOR DISPLAY
626 x 100G
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Includes 8 minis

RIT409
MARZIPAN MINIS BAG
12 x 133G
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RIT411
ASSORTED MILK
CHOCOLATE MINIS BAG
12 x 133G

Over 100 Years in Premium Confection
No Artificial Colours, Flavours or Preservatives, and No
Trans-Fats!
•

Distinctive Confection. A special treat that will delight your customers, and those they care
about.

•

Premium Ingredients. Made with fine, fresh ingredients such as local butter, California
Almonds and pure vanilla.

•

Real, Not Artificial. No artificial flavours, colours or preservatives. ROCA® Buttercrunch
pieces are sealed in nitrogen for freshness.

•

Sensational Taste. Master Confectioners create an irresistible taste and texture from butter,
nuts and a special blend of cacao beans.

•

Memorable Packaging. Innovative packaging emphasizes luxury, ingredients and iconic pink
color, with formats for gifting, sharing and self-indulgence.

Products are Dairy Kosher and Gluten Free.
SM
DAIRY

ALMOND ROCA® is Halal.
Product of USA

Our Master Confectioners use only the finest quality
ingredients to create ALMOND ROCA®
We add premium California almonds and pure vanilla to fresh
local butter and our Signature Blend of cocoa beans. Each bite
is an irresistible taste sensation of buttery goodness.
Enjoy ALMOND ROCA® Buttercrunch – the special treat that
will delight you and those you care about.

ROC001
ALMOND
BUTTERCRUNCH
IN DISPLAY TRAY, 3 PCS
12 x 35G

ROC002
THE ORIGINAL BUTTERCRUNCH
CANISTER
9 x 284G
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ROC027
BUTTERCRUNCH
STAND UP BAG
8 x 127G

ROC010
BUTTERCRUNCH
GIFT BOX
12 x 140G

DARK
Our Master Confectioners use only the finest quality ingredients to create DARK ROCA® Buttercrunch
We add rich cocoa powder and premium California almonds to fresh local butter and luxurious Dark Chocolate
for an extraordinary taste sensation.
Enjoy DARK ROCA® Buttercrunch – the special treat that will delight you and all the chocolate-lovers you care
about.

ROC031
DARK BUTTERCRUNCH
GIFT BOX
12 x 139G
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Our Master Confectioners use only the
finest quality ingredients to create SEA
SALT CARAMEL ROCA® Buttercrunch.
We add caramel and sea salt to our
classic ROCA® Buttercrunch center and
Signature Blend of cocoa beans. Each
bite delivers an irresistible taste
sensation of caramel goodness.
Enjoy SEA SALT CARAMEL ROCA®
Buttercrunch – the special treat that will
delight you and those you care about.

ROC012
SEA SALT CARAMEL
GIFT BOX
12 x 140G

ROC025
SEA SALT CARAMEL
CANISTER
9 x 284G
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When it comes to chocolate snacking, a ROCA® THIN goes a long
way! Our Master Confectioners blend ultra-premium chocolate with
chunks of ROCA® Buttercrunch Toffee into these amazing thins for
more flavor in every bite.
Each resealable bag contains bite-sized thins of milk chocolate.
ROCA® THINS make everyday snacking an amazing chocolate
experience that can be shared, given as a gift or kept for yourself.
Snack - Smile - Reseal - Repeat.

Premium
Chocolate
Snacking

•
•
•

Bite-sized for convenience
Resealable stand-up pouch
Trusted premium brand

ROC005
MILK CHOCOLATE THINS
8 x 150G

ROC006
EXTRA DARK CHOCOLATE THINS
WITH SEA SALT
8 x 150G
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ROC018
ASSORTED HOLIDAY GABLE BOX SHIPPER
48 x 140G

Contains:
24 – ALMOND
12 – DARK
12 – PEPPERMINT

ROC014

ROC015

BUTTERCRUNCH
GABLE BOX
8 x 140G

DARK BUTTERCRUNCH
GABLE BOX
8 x 140G

We blend chunks of
peppermint candy
into our classic
Buttercrunch
centre for a
spectacular taste
sensation. Each bite
features festive
peppermint and
silky smooth dark
chocolate.

ROC016
DARK PEPPERMINT
GABLE BOX
8 x 140G
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ROC026
ASSORTED CANISTER
DISPLAYER
48 x 284G

Contains:
36 – ALMOND
12 – CARAMEL SEA SALT

ROC033
ASSORTED ROCA GIFT BOX
DISPLAYER
48 x 139/140G

Contains:

ROC032
ASSORTED ROCA STAND UP
BAG DISPLAYER
48 x 127/150G

24 – ALMOND BUTTERCRUNCH
12 – DARK BUTTERCRUNCH
12 – SEA SALT CARAMEL

Contains:
16 – MILK THINS
16 – DARK THINS
16 – ALMOND BAG
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Product of Germany

Marzipan is made by grinding almonds and sugar together to form a paste. The Schluckwerder family has
been producing fine marzipan and chocolate specialties in Germany for over 50 years. This dark
chocolate covered marzipan loaf is wrapped in elegant gold foil to create a truly special gift for friends or
family.
The Schluckwerder group of companies is one of the world largest specialty
factories for marzipan products.

Almond is the #1 ingredient
47% More Almonds

SCH001
MARZIPAN LOAVES (SML)
100 x 25G

SCH013
MARZIPAN LOAVES (MED)
30 x 100G

SCH003
MARZIPAN LOAVES (LRG)
30 x 175G
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SCH006
MARZIPAN LOAVES
(GIANT)
6 x 400G

SCH007
JAMAICA RUM TRUFFLES
12 x 250G

SCH010
MARZIPAN ROHMASSE
(PURE ALMOND PASTE)
20 x 150G
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SCH016
MARZIPAN PIGS
24 x 100G

SCH018
MARZIPAN POTATOES
30 x 100G

A delicious selection of Chocolates filled with pistachio marzipan and
hazelnut praline covered in chocolate

SCH020
CHOCOLATE WREATHS
24 x 125G
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Product of Germany

Nougat
The Storz nougat recipes are handed down from ancient times. Here we benefit from our tradition
“since 1884” and many years of experience.
What makes the Storz nougat quality so unique?
The hazelnut kernels are imported directly from the producer country, roasted by us and immediately
processed as a guarantee for full aroma. We only use natural ingredients and pure cocoa butter.
Another special feature is the fact that nougat is conched at Storz, which means it is as elaborately
processed as chocolate, giving this premium product a wonderfully creamy, delicate and delicate taste.
We forego the chocolate shell and present “nougat pure”.

STR005
NOUGAT BARS
24 x 75G

New Design!
STR085
ALMOND CRUNCH BARS
24 x 75G

NEW
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Product of UK

Our Spiced Christmas tea is
blended with tangy lemon, fruity
orange and mellow, warming
spices - perfect for the festive
season. For the perfect cup we
recommend that you use one tea
bag per cup, add freshly boiled
water and infuse for 5-6 minutes.
The spicy flavour is best
appreciated without milk.
TAY118
SPICED CHRISTMAS TEA 20’S
6 x 50G
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Product of UK

TAY036

TAY037

TAY038

SPICED CHRISTMAS LEAF TEA CADDY
6 x 125G

EARL GREY LEAF TEA CADDY
6 x 125G

ENGLISH BREAKFAST LEAF TEA CADDY
6 x 125G
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Product of Netherlands

TRI001

TRI002

TRI003

TRI004

EXTRA DARK
CHOCOLATE STICKS
12 x 75G

MILK CHOCOLATE
STICKS
12 x 75G

DARK CHOCOLATE
MINT STICKS
12 x 75G

MILK CHOCOLATE
ORANGE STICKS
12 x 75G
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SHELF DISPLAY CONTAINS:

Extra Dark
12 units

Milk
12 units

TRI020
48 UNIT SHELF DISPLAY
48 x 75G

Mint
12 units
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Orange
12 units

DISPLAYER CONTAINS:

Extra Dark
22 units

Milk
44 units

Mint
44 units

Orange
22 units

TRI021
32 UNIT ASSORTED
CARDBOARD DISPLAY
132 x 75G
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Product of Austria

VIC001
MOZART IN CELLO
32 x 148G

VIC007
MOZARTKUGELN IN BAG
18 x 264G

VIC002
MOZART IN GIFT BOX
18 x 297G
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Product of Germany

WEI015
FILLED GINGERBREAD
HEARTS
36 x 150G

WEI014
GINGERBREAD
HEARTS
36 x 150G

Soft gingerbread
hearts with jelly
filling coated with
dark chocolate

Soft gingerbread
hearts coated with
dark chocolate

WEI017
WEI016
PFEFFERNUSSE
18 x 200G

Soft light
gingerbread coated
with sugar glaze
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CHOCOLATE
PFEFFERNUSSE
36 x 200G

Soft light
gingerbread
coated with sugar
glaze with a dark
chocolate base.

WEI002
CONTRELLA CLASSIC
36 x 200G

WEI018
LEBKUCHEN ALLERLEI
(ASSORTED GINGERBREAD)
20 x 400G

WEI005
FIDELIS GLAZED AND
CHOCOLATE COATED
GINGERBREAD
21 x 200G

Soft gingerbread
assortment
covered with a
sugar glaze,
sprinkles and dark
chocolate bottom
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It was our Grandfather, James Henry
Whittaker who first got a taste for the stuff
when he was working for a confectioner in
England, at the age of 14.

He came to New Zealand back in 1890 and began to put this chocolate expertise to
use for himself. He started making his own in his Christchurch home. Using his horse
and van (today it’s a Mini Clubman) he would sell it door to door.
He moved to Wellington and since 1986
J.H. Whittaker has been making
Australasia`s premium chocolate.

In 1913, his sons Ronald and James join him in partnership to form J.H.
Whittaker and Sons.
Business took off over the years, with our chocolates being eagerly sought
by more and more respected retailers.

Today the company is still owned and run by the Whittaker family. Us, in
fact. And we reckon we have all the passion for chocolate along with all
this unique experience.
If we`re not tending every step of the process, the sourcing, the roasting,
the blending and the baking… then you`ll find us up in the tasting room,
dreaming up new and ever more delicious combinations.
We draw real strength in our family history. Remember the saying “blood
is thicker than water”, and chocolate is thicker than that, so there you
go.
ANDREW AND BRIAN.

WHI001

WHI002

WHI003

FAIRTRADE CREAMY
MILK CHOCOLATE
14 X 200G

ALMOND GOLD
CHOCOLATE
14 X 200G

WHI004

COCONUT BLOCK
CHOCOLATE
14 X 200G

RUM & RAISIN
CHOCOLATE
14 X 200G

The premium cocoa in this
Fairtrade Creamy Milk
chocolate is refined 5 times,
with our new Swiss made 5
Roll Refiner. It means we
achieve the finest micron size
& it makes for an even
smoother, more delicious
chocolate that we’re sure
you’ll love as much as we do.

Our signature 33% cocoa
milk chocolate surrounds
the finest crunchy whole
roasted almonds. It is
pure gold alright.

Our delicious creamy
milk chocolate is packed
with fresh toasted
crunchy desiccated
coconut.

50% dark cocoa chocolate
surrounding the finest
soft Californian raisins and
infused with rum. Yum!
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WHI005

WHI006

WHI011

GHANA PEPPERMINT
CHOCOLATE
12 X 220G

PEANUT BUTTER
CHOCOLATE
12 X 220G

DARK ALMOND
CHOCOLATE
14 X 200G

A wonderful combination
of our finest earthy
Ghanaian cocoa encasing
a delightfully fresh tasting
fondant made from
natural peppermint,
naturally.

Our newest flavour is a
real taste bud sensation.
Delicious smooth Peanut
Butter filling in our
delightful Creamy Milk
Chocolate. Yum!

Our full flavour, 62% dark
chocolate packed with
whole roasted almonds,
giving a healthy crunch
with every bite.
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BREAKDOWN

8 units

7 units

12 units

14 units

18 units

8 units

14 units

WHI013
81 UNIT FILLED CARDBOARD
DISPLAY

DIMENSIONS:
D 12.5” x W 13.75” x H 58.6”cm
The kraftboard with dark brown print allows the gold
packaging to stand out and puts the product in the
spotlight.
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NOTES

NOTES

NOTES

NOTES

Husky Food Importers & Distributors Ltd.
155 Rainbow Creek Drive, Vaughan Ontario, Canada L4H 0A4
T: 905.850.8288 | F: 905.850.8296 | Toll Free: 1.888.564.8759
info@huskyfoods.com | www.huskyfoods.com

